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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The region around Lafayette, IN contains some of the best soil for producing agricultural products. The 
continuous industry advancements in the seeds, chemicals and machinery that are responsible for growing and 
caring for crops has led to changes in the way that the agriculture workforce must operate. Precision 
technology has invaded the production agriculture industry over the last 15 years causing the farmers, 
businesses and employees who service it to find new models for profitability. 
 
One of the goals of precision technology is to be more efficient with the inputs that go into the soil, but it takes 
a skilled workforce to implement and operate the equipment and software that run this technology.  
Agriculture equipment manufacturers are pre-installing precision hardware and software on the newest 
machinery. Agriculture retailer input suppliers who sell the fertilizer, seed and chemicals for crop production 
are offering new agronomy services that require specialized training.   
 
As more precision technology is adopted by equipment dealers and agriculture retailers, the demand will 
increase for employees that have advanced training in precision agriculture hardware and software. The data 
in this survey that was collected from agriculture businesses around the Lafayette, IN region shows continued 
growth for precision agriculture technology. According to the survey respondents, 51% of employees utilize 
precision technology in their job today and this is expected to grow by 13% in the future (Figure 12). The data 
from all respondent’s answers reflected that they expect precision agriculture job titles to grow by 21% over 
the next 3 years with the largest area of job growth expected in the Precision Agriculture Equipment 
Technician role which is estimated to grow by 24% (Figure 11). 
 
In order to have a pipeline of skilled precision agriculture employees, more advanced education and training 
programs must be available to those who wish to pursue a career in this industry. The most common theme 
that was discovered among survey respondents is the difficulty that employers have in finding employees that 
have relevant precision agriculture training because they believe the right degree programs do not exist in the 
local area. Over 70% of the respondents indicated that it is difficult to find qualified applicants (as defined by 
60-90 days to find a qualified applicant in Figure 14). The need for additional local post-secondary precision 
agriculture education was very clear. Seventy seven percent of survey respondents believe that is extremely or 
very important to have a local post-secondary institution offer a precision agriculture program focused on 
precision hardware, software and service (Figure 16).   
 
The results of this survey show a strong need for a better trained precision agriculture workforce within the 
Lafayette, IN region. Careers in digital agriculture are expected to grow and the future workforce could benefit 
from education and training that is focused around IoT concepts. The creation of additional precision 
agriculture education classes at the post-secondary level as well as in high schools, can help meet the 
employee demand that is expected within this industry. By creating a better trained local precision agriculture 
workforce, students who receive a post-secondary precision agriculture degree should have the opportunity to 
find high-paying jobs. Through educating and preparing the highly sought-after digital agriculture employees, 
the precision agriculture industry can become a significant driver of the region’s economy. 
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ABOUT THE SURVEY 
 
Indiana West Advantage, a Montgomery County Indiana based economic development group, and Ivy Tech 
Community College-Lafayette partnered on a regional survey of northern and central Indiana to discover the 
employee demand, employee skills and technology that will be needed in the precision agriculture industry. 
The objectives of this survey were to: 

1. Identify the skills, education and training required for newly hired precision agriculture service 
professionals.   

2. Understand the current and future precision agriculture products (hardware, software and services) 
that are necessary for a precision agriculture employee to operate.  

3. Define the demand for precision agriculture employees and understand the current availability of 
employees with precision agriculture training and education. 

4. Evaluate professional training programs being offered for current precision agriculture service 
employees.  

 
METHODS 
 
Data was collected from quantitative on-line surveys, qualitative focus groups and one-on-one interviews. The 
quantitative questionnaire was web-based self-completion and was distributed via email from May through 
June 2019. The survey was sent to any agriculture equipment dealer, retail input supplier (businesses that sell 
fertilizer, seed and pesticides) or precision agriculture business that services the 10-county region around 
Lafayette, IN. Fifty two total responses were collected through the quantitative survey. Seventeen one-on-one 
interviews and 3 focus groups were completed.   
 
Respondents were invited to visit the Survey Monkey website to complete the questionnaire. The 
questionnaire contained approximately 25 pre-coded questions in which respondents used a Likert scale, 
ranking preference, or multiple answer table. Some open-ended questions were included to learn what 
additional improvements or changes respondents would like to see that may not have been covered in 
previous questions. 
 
The subject areas of the quantitative survey were: 

1. Business/Organization Overview 
2. Precision Technology Usage 
3. Current Employee Education and Training in Precision Agriculture 
4. Gaps in Training/Education for Employees in Precision Agriculture 

 
In order to examine the trends in quantitative results, both focus groups and one-on-one interviews of 
precision agriculture companies were utilized. Fifteen predetermined questions were created for focus groups 
and one-on-one interviews, but room was left for the participant to share additional information that may not 
have been asked. These conversations gave insight into the most relevant issues that employers are facing 
today when seeking to hire qualified precision agriculture employees.  
 
The job classifications that were included in this survey that are considered precision agriculture related titles 
are: 
 
• Precision Agriculture Specialist - sells, promotes and provides support to growers who are using 

precision technologies on their farms 
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• Precision Agriculture Equipment Technician – installs new precision equipment; troubleshoots and 
repairs on-site 

 
• Technical Support - works with customers remotely to troubleshoot precision equipment and software 

 
• Data Manager- manages agronomic data from the dealership and customer's farms to provide insight 

and results of best practice 
 
• Agronomist - provide recommendations on crop and soil management to farmers to help them achieve 

their goals 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
Types of Business 
 
Of the 52 quantitative survey respondents, 41% were agriculture retailers, 39% were agriculture equipment 
dealers and 17% were agriculture consultants (Figure 1). The remaining 3% identified themselves as seed 
production companies.  
 
Among the agriculture retailers, 76% of respondents identified the companies they worked for or owned as a 
cooperative while the remaining 24% identified themselves as part of a national or regional chain of dealers.  
Within the agriculture equipment dealers, 58% were part of a national or regional chain of dealers, 37% were 
independent dealers and the remaining 5% did not indicate their employer’s classification. 
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In Figure 2, the primary respondents within the agriculture retailer segment identified themselves as Owner or 
Location Manager (34%), Sales or Sales Management (29%) and Precision Manager (19%).   

 
 
In Figure 3, respondents from the agriculture equipment dealers’ segment of the survey were mainly from 
Technical Support (20%), Corporate Staff (20%), Store or Department Manager (15%), District Manager or 
Consultant (15%) and Sales or Sales Management (15%). 
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Responses were received from numerous businesses that service the state of Indiana as well as from 
individuals who have responsibilities at a national or corporate level across the United States and Canada.  
Ninety four percent of respondents indicated that they service at least one of the 10 counties around 
Lafayette, IN. As shown in Figure 4, the color purple represents the counties most heavily serviced. The 
following counties were selected most often to be serviced by respondents: Montgomery, White, Carroll, Cass, 
Clinton, Tippecanoe, Benton, Pulaski, Fountain, Warren, Fulton and Newton. The respondents from outside of 
Indiana were from Illinois, Ohio, Wisconsin and Washington.  
 

Figure 4: Map of Indiana counties serviced by respondents 
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PRECISION TECHNOLOGY & FUTURE ADOPTION 
 
Precision agriculture technology usage is growing among agriculture retailers and agriculture equipment 
dealers with 64% responding that they will invest more than $25,000-$50,000 in precision agriculture 
technology in 2019 (Figure 5). Agricultural equipment dealers tend to be more aggressive in their precision 
technology investment with 32% responding that their location will invest more than $100,000 in 2019.  
Driving this increased investment are a number of precision technologies that farmers and agriculture 
companies find highly valuable to their enterprise.   

 
Among all respondents, the majority claim that over 60% of their top customers (as defined by respondent) 
will be using the following precision agriculture technologies in the next three to five years: 
guidance/autosteer, field mapping, planter adaptations to improve precision, sprayers with boom section or 
nozzle control, data management solutions, and cloud storage of farm data (Figure 6). While equipment 
related technologies and field mapping have been widely utilized by farmers in recent years (Erickson, 
Lowenberg-DeBoer, & Bradford, 2017), the data focused technologies are newer to the market and are 
projected to have significant adoption in the next three to five years.   
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Agriculture equipment dealers showed strong preference for farmer customers to invest in equipment related 
upgrades such as guidance/autosteer, sprayers with boom section or nozzle control, combines with self-
calibrating yield monitors, planter adaptions to improve precision and telematics/sensors on equipment in the 
next three to five years (Figure 7). Equipment dealer respondents also have high confidence that farmers will 
adopt Internet of Things (IoT) related technologies such as field mapping (with GIS), RTK network, cloud 
storage of farm data and data management solutions.  
 

 
 
Agriculture retailers projected a high number of their customers adopting the use of precision agronomy 
services such as grid or zone soil sampling, field mapping (with GIS), VRT prescriptions and applications, plant 
tissue sampling and smart scouting using an app or mobile device (Figure 8). As greater focus is placed on 
profitability and sustainability by both the farmer and the agriculture retailers, these precision agronomy 
services will be widely utilized. The equipment related technologies that were believed to see the greatest 
adoption by top customers were guidance/autosteer and planter adaptations to improve precision. 
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The agriculture retail respondents indicated that the use of data management systems and cloud storage of 
farm data by top farmers will grow in the future. Cloud based programs for the storage of farm data will 
become essential as the volume of data continues to increase. Respondents also believe that the use of 
weather stations will rise since weather related data is one metric that is included in most data management 
solutions and is a factor that farmers and retailers take into consideration in decision making (Leeuw, 2019).   
 

 
 
In Figure 9, when considering the technology that will be utilized at the actual agriculture retail location, 
agriculture retail respondents indicated that they were optimistic about the use of precision agronomy 
services. Investing in these technologies at the retail location is important, since it is common for farmers to 
utilize the agriculture retailer for their agronomy services and recommendations. Ninety percent of 
respondents believe that agriculture retail locations will be using guidance/autosteer and sprayers with boom 
section or nozzle control in the future due to the large amount of custom application that retailers provide. 
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While respondents did not envision their farmer customers purchasing their own drones, agriculture retailers 
projected significant adoption of drone technology with 76% saying they will utilize drones at their location in 
the future (Figure 9). Since agriculture retailers are typically responsible for scouting fields, it seems reasonable 
that they will be the main operator of drones and that a Part 107 UAS certification will be necessary in the 
future.  

 
When asked about the top precision software products that will be utilized in the future there were varied 
responses based on the employer. In Figure 10, among all survey respondents, Raven and Ag Leader SMS were 
considered important for employees to operate. Not surprisingly, agriculture equipment dealers indicated that 
the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) will be the top software platform for employees to operate.  
Agriculture retailers and precision businesses considered Climate FieldView as an important software platform 
for the future. Agriculture retailers each utilize a different software platform to manage their customers 
agronomy needs so these proprietary software platforms will be important in the future.   
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PRECISION AGRICULTURE JOB GROWTH 
 
As more precision technology is adopted by agriculture retailers and equipment dealers, the demand will 
increase for employees that have advanced IoT training in precision agriculture software and hardware. The 
data from all respondent’s answers reflected that they expect precision agriculture jobs titles to grow by 21% 
over the next 3 years. The largest area of job growth is expected within the Precision Agriculture Equipment 
Technician role which is estimated to grow by 24% (Figure 11). As new agriculture equipment is released with 
precision technology pre-installed, it will be important for equipment technicians to be trained in how to 
operate and service this technology. The role of Data Manager was projected to grow by 22% in the next three 
years which aligns with respondent’s estimation of growth for data focused technologies such as data 
management solutions and cloud-based storage of farm data.   

 
 

Among all respondents, the number of employees who will use precision technology in the future is expected 
to increase by 13% when compared to those who currently use precision technology (Figure 12). While this 
growth may seem low, it is important to note that the agriculture industry has been increasing their adoption 
of precision technology each year (Erickson, Fausti, Clay, & Clay, 2015) with the current percentage of 
employees using precision technology at 51%.   
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Within the agriculture equipment dealers’ segment, precision product training for service technicians will 
become essential in the future. Agriculture equipment dealers were asked to select their agreement level with 
the following statement “In 2019 and beyond, all service technicians will be expected to service and operate 
precision farming products.” Sixty five percent of respondents strongly agree with this statement and 25% 
agree (Figure 13). Based on the positive agreement with this statement, education and training for service 
technicians should include precision farming products.  

PRECISION AGRICULTURE EMPLOYEE EDUCATION 

The most common theme that was discovered among survey respondents is the difficulty that employers have 
in finding employees that have relevant precision agriculture training because they believe the right degree 
programs do not exist in the local area. In Figure 14, over 70% of the respondents indicated that it is difficult to 
find qualified applicants (as defined by 60-90 days to find a qualified applicant).   

Strongly agree
65%Agree

25%

Neither agree nor 
disagree

5%

Disagree
5%

Figure 13: Agreement with "service technicians will be expected to service
and operate precision farming products in the future."  
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Based on survey responses, precision agriculture employees will need an Associate’s Degree or Bachelor’s 
Degree in the future (Figure 15). Currently, there is not a local institution (within 50-mile radius of Lafayette) 
that offers a precision agriculture Associate’s or Bachelor’s Degree. Respondents believe that in the future the 
two precision technology job classifications that are best suited for an Associate’s Degree are a Precision 
Agriculture Equipment Technician and Technical Support role. A Precision Agriculture Specialist was believed 
to require a Bachelor’s Degree and a Data Manager and Agronomist were most commonly expected to require 
a Bachelor’s or Master’s Degree.   
 
When asked in qualitative interviews about the appropriate education level for each job title, respondents 
agreed that the quantitative results were representative of the degrees required but did note that an 
Associate’s Degree would be sufficient for a Precision Agriculture Specialist. The employers that were 
interviewed expressed the immediate need for new hires with precision agriculture training. Given the high 
demand for these roles, employers verbalized the need to start precision agriculture courses at the high school 
level to recruit students into a pathway of obtaining a post-secondary degree in precision agriculture.  
Community colleges, universities and high schools each have a role to play in educating and preparing the 
highly sought-after employees within the precision agriculture industry.  
 

 
 
 
The need for additional local post-secondary precision agriculture education was very clear. Seventy seven 
percent of survey respondents believe that is extremely or very important to have a local post-secondary 
institution offer a precision agriculture program focused on precision hardware, software and service (Figure 
16).   
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Today, the Lafayette, IN region does not offer a post-secondary degree specifically in precision agriculture, 
although Purdue does offer a 12-week on-line precision agriculture course. Respondents believe that keeping 
talent within the region is important and place high value on having post-secondary institutions that offer 
precision agriculture degrees within the local area.  

 
 
Receiving post-secondary education that leads to a degree should lead to high paying careers in precision 
agriculture. Survey respondents were asked what the average salary would be if a new employee received a 
post-secondary degree or certificate. The self-reported average salaries are slighter higher than the current 
industry reported starting salaries (Figure 17).   
 
When considering starting salary, there are many factors that employers take into consideration including 
education level and previous work experience. These factors greatly impact the starting salary so there is 
generally a range in salary dependent on the skill set of the new hire. There is potential that by obtaining a 
post-secondary degree within precision agriculture, students could increase their starting base salary when 
combined with practical experience through a co-op or internship. 
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PRECISION AGRICULTURE EMPLOYEE SKILLS AND ABILITIES 
 
A set of 13 pre-determined skills were listed in the survey and respondents were asked to select the 
proficiency level of newly hired employees in the past 2 years (as defined by No Proficiency, Basic Proficiency, 
or Advanced Proficiency) for each skill. The description of each skill is listed below and has been abbreviated 
within the subsequent charts. 
 
Employee Skills 

• Mechanical experience = including knowledge of mechanical, electrical and hydraulic systems used in 
performing service repairs 

• Electronic diagnostic knowledge = technical experience such as using electronic diagnostics (monitors, 
controllers, etc.) to assess equipment problems 

• Precision software experience = operational knowledge of precision agriculture software (database 
query, interface and mapping) 

• Spreadsheet data analysis = operational knowledge of computer spreadsheet applications to record 
and analyze agriculture data 

• Precision product experience = including installing, calibrating, trouble shooting and repair of 
hardware, equipment and software systems 

• Digital mapping software = ability to produce accurate digital maps of fields using spatial information 
within specialized software 

• Understanding of statistics = working understanding of statistical standards to produce means and 
standard deviations 

• Business and Accounting Skills = operational knowledge of business and accounting procedures 
• Agronomic knowledge = crop and soil science knowledge 
• Agronomic recommendations = ability to make effective agronomy recommendations  
• Communication skills = proficient oral and written communication skills to establish and maintain 

relationships with customers 
• Sales skills = offer additional products to customers 
• Extended work hours = willing to work extended hours in the high demand Fall and Spring seasons 

 
The top skills that are necessary to be employed in a precision agriculture role are fairly similar across job 
classifications. Only four of these skills were considered to have above basic proficiency among recent new 
hires, four were considered basic and five were considered below basic (Figure 18). 
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Figure 19 shows the skills for each precision job title that were indicated as important by more than 50% of 
respondents. The most common skills across all job titles are “precision software experience,” “communication 
skills,” and “extended work hours.” 

Of the 13 skills, the skill of “precision software experience” was the only one to be selected as essential for all 
job classifications. Respondents considered the proficiency of current new hires for this skill to be basic (Figure 
18). When asked about training for this skill during one-on-one interviews, respondents expressed that as the 
employer, they were providing training to their employees either through after-market vendors, the OEM or 
on-the-job. Most agriculture retail respondents indicated that they would find value in additional training for 
employees specifically on proprietary software systems that are used to make agronomy recommendations. 
One consistent software surfaced among all respondents as being a foundational platform to learn and 
operate, Ag Leader SMS. Based on interviews, respondents named Ag Leader SMS so often because it is widely 
used today and is easy to learn. Ag Leader SMS is not cloud-based, but learning to operate SMS appears to be 
very valuable within the precision agriculture industry when combined with experience in using a cloud-based 
tool.   

Figure 19: Most important skills by job title
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Figure 19 shows the skills for each precision job title that were indicated as important by more than 50% of 
respondents. The most common skills across all job titles are “precision software experience,” “communication 
skills,” and “extended work hours.” 

Of the 13 skills, the skill of “precision software experience” was the only one to be selected as essential for all 
job classifications. Respondents considered the proficiency of current new hires for this skill to be basic (Figure 
18). When asked about training for this skill during one-on-one interviews, respondents expressed that as the 
employer, they were providing training to their employees either through after-market vendors, the OEM or 
on-the-job. Most agriculture retail respondents indicated that they would find value in additional training for 
employees specifically on proprietary software systems that are used to make agronomy recommendations. 
One consistent software surfaced among all respondents as being a foundational platform to learn and 
operate, Ag Leader SMS. Based on interviews, respondents named Ag Leader SMS so often because it is widely 
used today and is easy to learn. Ag Leader SMS is not cloud-based, but learning to operate SMS appears to be 
very valuable within the precision agriculture industry when combined with experience in using a cloud-based 
tool.   
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When considering the skills and abilities that are most important for precision agriculture related jobs, there is 
a gap in the current proficiency of new hires as it relates to “precision product experience.” For all job 
classifications except Data Manager and Agronomist, the skill of “precision product experience including 
installing, calibrating, trouble shooting and repair of hardware, equipment and software systems” was ranked 
in the top 5. But when asked to rank the proficiency that recent new hires have in this skill, respondents 
considered these new employees to have below basic proficiency in “precision product experience” (Figure 
18). The main competencies that current employees struggle with are understanding electrical and wiring 
schematics, taking a process driven approach to trouble-shoot errors and complete repairs, and understanding 
computer software interfaces to load data between various programs. It is clear that there is a need to create 
additional training and degrees to better prepare students to go into the precision agriculture workforce. 
 
More advanced training is needed for employees who interact with and analyze agriculture data. The skill of 
“spreadsheet data analysis” was considered to be at basic proficiency by current new hires (Figure 18). Both 
Data Managers and Technical Support employees need this skill to successfully complete their job and it is 
essential to understand spreadsheet applications as it relates to precision agriculture software platforms. The 
skills of “digital mapping software” and “understanding of statistics” were both considered below basic 
proficiency by respondents. This skill is required for the role of a Data Manager who is mainly employed by 
agriculture retailers and requires higher level math and computer science training (Figure 20). This role 
requires employees to collect and analyze large amounts of farm data from multiple sources and create 
agronomy insights and recommendations. Qualitatively, most respondents confirmed that the agriculture 
industry is still trying to catch up to the amount of data that is available and how to productively utilize the 
data. 

 
 
 
Current new hires were rated as having basic proficiency in the skill of “mechanical experience” (Figure 18). 
The roles of Precision Agriculture Equipment Technicians and Technical Support were indicated to need this 
skill with over 80% of respondents selecting “mechanical experience” in the top 5 for Precision Agriculture 
Equipment Technicians (Figure 21). 
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This skill requires extensive understanding of how agriculture equipment operates and many of the 
manufacturers of this equipment provide their own branded schools for employees to receive the appropriate 
training. Partnerships with post-secondary institutions have become common in order for students to learn the 
OEM products and this will continue to be vital as more precision technology is incorporated into new 
machinery. 

 
 
Precision Agriculture Specialist were identified as needing “sales skills” (Figure 22) and new hires were rated 
basic in current proficiency of this skill (Figure 18). Employers are expecting Precision Agriculture Specialists at 
agriculture retailers, agriculture equipment dealers and precision business consultants to grow their business 
by selling additional products to customers. These roles require relationship building and communication skills 
and all job titles besides Technical Support were identified as needing the skill of “communication skills to 
establish and maintain relationships with customers.” Current new hires were rated slightly above basic in this 
skill, but respondents did communicate in one-on-one interviews that new hires struggle with basic 
communication skills. One respondent mentioned that new hires need to understand that “texting is not an 
appropriate way to make initial contact with a customer.” 
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Agronomy knowledge was selected as important for the job titles of Agronomist (Figure 23) and Data Manager 
(Figure 20). Both of these roles must understand basic crop and soil science and current employees were 
considered slightly above basic in their proficiency (Figure 18). In qualitative interviews, both equipment 
dealers and agriculture retailers verbalized the need for additional crop and soil science training. Some of the 
agriculture retail managers that were interviewed expressed that newly hired Agronomists and Precision 
Agriculture Specialists should have a working knowledge of the information found in the Certified Crop 
Advisors certificate (CCA). 

 
 
The skill of “electronic diagnostic knowledge” was ranked in the top 5 for the jobs of Precision Agriculture 
Specialist (Figure 22), Precision Agriculture Equipment Technician (Figure 21), and Technical Support (Figure 
24). An understanding of monitors and controllers installed on equipment is a foundational competency and 
current new hires were considered to have near advanced proficiency in this skill which shows that new hires 
have adequate previous training (Figure 18).   
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The skill of “extended work hours” is extremely relevant within the crop production industry given the 
seasonal and weather-related changes that are unpredictable. There appear to be many character traits that 
contribute to an individual being successful in these high stress crop production roles. When asked 
qualitatively about the character traits that are necessary to succeed in these roles, respondents mentioned 
commitment, work ethic, flexibility, enjoyable work environment and co-workers, and customer service 
minded mentality. While post-secondary education cannot train all of these personal attitude related skills, it is 
very important to have a co-op or internship during this post-secondary time that included precision 
agriculture technology and exposure to the demands of the job. Eighty percent of respondents considered a 
precision agriculture related co-op or internship as very valuable (Figure 25). 
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SUMMARY OF QUALITATIVE RESPONSE’S: 
Current and Future Precision Agriculture Professional Training 

During qualitative interviews, respondents were asked about the professional training that they received on 
the precision technology that they used today and if there were opportunities for additional professional 
training that a post-secondary institution or extension service could offer. Three specific areas of non-credit 
professional training were discussed: 

1. Precision software  

2. Precision hardware 

3. Precision agronomy 

Almost all respondents receive precision software and hardware training through after-market vendors and 
place high value on these trainings. Because of the proprietary nature of the software platforms that 
agriculture businesses are using it is difficult to train students on all of the possible platforms that they may 
utilize in the future. 

There was some interest from agriculture retailers for additional precision software training if an existing 
employee needed to update their skill set to become a Precision Agriculture Specialist. Both classroom, hands-
on training and on-line sessions were considered necessary to teach precision software and hardware concepts 
based on those respondents who were interested in training.   

When asked about precision agronomy trainings, respondents were very positive about the Purdue Extension 
Agronomy Days. Almost all agriculture retail managers that were interviewed choose to attend the Purdue 
Agronomy days because of the timeliness and relevancy of the topics. There was some interest from both 
agriculture retailers and agriculture equipment dealers for additional basic agronomy training that could be 
taught in a non-credit class format. Existing equipment technicians could benefit from understanding basic 
crop and soil science which impacts how machines operate. Depending on the experience of the hire, there are 
times that an individual at an agriculture retailer will need to obtain foundational agronomy knowledge that 
can be found in the Certified Crop Advisors (CCA) course. 

In these qualitative conversations, it also surfaced that there are two certifications that are in high demand 
within crop production but there are not applicants to fill these roles. The certifications that are in highest 
demand currently are CDL and Category 1 & 14 Pesticide Applicators License. All agriculture retail locations 
that were interviewed are struggling to hire and keep employees that either already have a CDL and/or 
Category 1 & 14 Pesticide Applicators License or have the desire complete the training and test necessary to 
achieve certification.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
The results of this survey show a strong need for a better trained precision agriculture workforce within the 
Lafayette, IN region. Careers in digital agriculture are expected to grow and the future workforce could benefit 
from education and training that is focused around IoT concepts. The creation of additional precision 
agriculture education classes at the post-secondary level as well as in high schools, can help meet the 
employee demand that is expected within this industry. By creating a better trained local precision agriculture 
workforce, students who receive a post-secondary precision agriculture degree should have the opportunity to 
find high-paying jobs.   

1. Offer an Associate of Applied Science degree and a Technical Certificate for a Precision Agriculture 
Specialist that includes a path for students interested in working for an agriculture retailer and a path 
for those that want to work for an agriculture equipment dealer.   

The agriculture retailer path should include the following content: 

a. Precision agriculture software experience using both desktop and cloud-based platforms to 
understand database query, interface and mapping to create effective VRT prescriptions.  

b. Precision hardware knowledge including foundational understanding of electronic diagnostic 
systems to calibrate and troubleshoot monitors and controllers. 

c. Obtain a Certified Crop Advisor (CCA) certificate to ensure extensive agronomy and farming 
practices knowledge to create customer input and agronomy recommendations. 

d. Complete FAA issued Part 107 training and obtain a Remote Pilot Certificate for flying drones 
to scout fields. 

e. Salesmanship training with a focus on oral and written communication skills  

The agriculture equipment dealer path should include the following content: 

a. Precision agriculture software experience using both desktop and cloud-based platforms to 
optimize customers technology on precision equipment. 

b. Precision hardware knowledge including foundational electronic diagnostic systems to install, 
calibrate, troubleshoot and repair precision equipment. 

c. Mechanical knowledge focused on hydraulic systems and technical training of electrical 
systems including wiring schematics and diagrams. 

d. Basic understanding of farming practices to relate to customer’s needs. 
e. Salesmanship training with a focus on oral and written communication skills.  

 
2. Offer an Associate of Applied Science degree and a Technical Certificate for a Precision Agriculture 

Equipment Technician with content that includes: 
 

a. Mechanical knowledge including equipment power systems, hydraulic systems, and diesel 
engine and transmission performance. 

b. Electrical and communication systems knowledge including voltage, wiring schematics, and 
communication systems focused on Controller Area Network (CAN) communication and 
ISOBUS. 

c. Precision agriculture software experience using both desktop and cloud-based platforms to 
optimize customers technology on precision equipment. 

d. Precision hardware knowledge including foundational electronic diagnostic systems to install, 
calibrate, troubleshoot and repair precision equipment. 

e. Basic understanding of farming practices to relate to customer’s needs. 
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3. Create an Associate of Applied Science degree and a Technical Certificate for a Precision Agriculture 
Technical Support role that includes the following: 

a. Process driven approach to follow OEM technical manuals including basic understanding of 
hydraulic and electrical systems. 

b. Precision hardware knowledge including foundational electronic diagnostic systems to 
remotely troubleshoot error codes on equipment. 

c. Understanding of computer software interfaces and open-source software to work with data 
from customers equipment. 

d. Oral and written communications skills to communicate with customers remotely. 
 

4. Increase student interest in becoming a Data Manager by promoting the Purdue Integrative Data 
Science Initiative and Agriculture Data Services programs to students who want to focus on data 
analyzation. The expected job growth for Data Managers combined with the industry demand for 
better insights and outcomes from agriculture data, highlights the need to better train students in 
statistics, trends and spreadsheet analysis. 
 

5. Explore a Purdue Pathway for Ivy Tech Community College-Lafayette students who want to pursue 
additional education to become an Agronomist or Data Manager. Once students begin a post-
secondary degree program in precision agriculture, they may discover additional areas to focus their 
education and having a pathway to a bachelor’s degree program will be beneficial. 
 

6. Market the existing Purdue Precision Agriculture professional development course and Agronomy E-
Learning Academy to assist current agriculture employees in updating their skill set. Recent new hires 
were rated slightly below basic proficiency in making “agronomic recommendations” so additional 
training opportunities could be helpful to current employees who need to improve their ability to 
make agronomy recommendations. 
 

7. Establish dual-credit precision agriculture courses at the high school level to spark student interest in 
precision agriculture careers and provide a seamless path for completing a post-secondary degree.  
Capturing student interest at the high school level is important to create a pipeline of future precision 
agriculture employees. 
 

8. Strengthen partnerships between future agriculture employers and educational institutions to provide 
co-op and internships opportunities for students to gain hands-on precision agriculture experience. 
Interacting with precision software and hardware in a practical, hands-on situation could better 
prepare students to operate precision technology on the job.  
 

9. Increase enrollment in agronomy related courses that led to certification as Certified Crop Advisor 
(CCA) or Certified Pesticide Applicator with a Category 1a & 14 License. Agriculture retailers have 
immediate openings for employees who have a Category 1a & 14 Pesticide Applicators License and 
students who want to pursue a career as a Precision Agriculture Specialist need extensive agronomy 
knowledge that is taught within a CCA. 
 

10. Create a truck driver training program to meet the demand for employees who have a Class A 
commercial driver’s license, with the appropriate endorsements. There continues to be an on-going 
shortage of drivers who have a Class A commercial driver’s license and more focus needs to be placed 
on recruiting and training students who have an interest in this career. 
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11. Create awareness of Purdue Agronomy Days, newsletters and other manufacturer sponsored trainings 
to provide seasonal updates on pest and weed conditions. Agriculture retailers are mainly responsible 
for making agronomy recommendations to farmers and understanding in-season conditions is vital to 
these recommendations. 
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APPENDIX 
A copy of the of the complete report and survey can be found by selecting “Lafayette” from the dropdown 
menu labeled “Program Location” at https://www.ivytech.edu/agriculture.  

 





Precision Agriculture Education and Skills Gap Survey

Precision Agriculture EQUIPMENT DEALERS Survey

Please help us identify areas in precision agriculture where students and current employees need

better training! 

If you are a manager, complete this survey for only the location/branch that you manage.  If you are

the owner, please complete this based on a total for all locations.

The survey will take about 20 minutes to complete and the results will be anonymous.

If you need assistance, please contact Stephanie Merrill at smerrill13@ivytech.edu.

Acknowledgement:  We appreciate the assistance of Bruce Erickson, Purdue University Agronomy,

in providing question content from the CropLife/Purdue Precision Dealer Survey and the Precision

Skills Survey. 

1. Which best describes your business (Please mark only one) 

Agricultural Retail Input Supplier

Farm Equipment Dealer

Agriculture Consultant

Other (please specify)

2. If you answered farm equipment dealer above -Are you a: (Please mark only one) 

part of a national or regional chain of equipment dealerships

independent dealership

other (please specify)

3. Zip code of your business location:

4. Please list which counties in Indiana that you serve.



5. Your primary responsibility: (Please mark only one)

Owner - oversee one or more location

Corporate Staff- responsible for national programs that are implemented at local dealerships

Store/Department Manager- responsibility over a department or location

District Manager/Consultant - work across multiple dealerships to provide leadership and training on precision ag products

Technical Support - works with customers remotely to troubleshoot precision ag equipment and software

Sales/Sales Management - sells and promotes precision agriculture equipment and software

Human Resources - involved with the hiring of new employees and provide training programs

Other (please specify)

6. How much do you estimate your location will invest in precision/site-specific technology (hardware,

software, and training staff) during 2019? (Select $ amount for only one location.  If you have multiple

stores, please select an average investment for one location) (Please mark only one)

None

$1 - $10,000

$10,001 - $25,000

$25,001 - $50,000

$50,001 - $100,000

More than $100,000

Not Applicable



Less than 20% 20-40% 40-60% 60-80% More than 80%

RTK Network

Drone Imagery

Satellite Imagery

Guidance/Autosteer

Field Mapping (with

GIS)

Combines with Self-

Calibrating Yield Monitor

Planter Adaptations to

Improve Precision

Sprayers with Boom

Section or Nozzle

Control

Data Management

Solutions such as

Farmers Edge, Climate

FieldView, etc.

Cloud Storage of Farm

Data

Weather Stations

Telematics/Sensors on

Equipment

7. When thinking about your top customers, approximately what percentage will be using the following

precision farming technologies in 3 -5 years?

*



Precision Agriculture

Specialist - Sells,

promotes and provides

support to growers who

are using precision

technologies (hardware

and software) on their

farms

Precision Agriculture

Equipment Technician -

Installs new precision

equipment, troubleshoots

and repairs on-site in

addition to basic service

repairs and maintenance.

Service Technician -

Performs basic

diagnostics, service

repairs and maintenance

work on equipment (Does

not handle any precision

equipment or software)

Technical Support - Works

with customers

REMOTELY to

troubleshoot precision

equipment and software

Data Manager/Analyst -

Manages agronomic data

from the dealership and

customer's farms to

provide insight and results

of best practices

8. How many of each of the work roles does your business at your location employ CURRENTLY? (Please

provide a count for each one, include full and part time)



Precision Agriculture

Specialist - Sells,

promotes and provides

support to growers who

are using precision

technologies (hardware

and software) on their

farms

Precision Equipment

Technician - Installs new

precision equipment,

troubleshoots and repairs

on-site in addition to basic

service repairs and

maintenance.

Service Technician -

Performs basic

diagnostics, service

repairs and maintenance

work on equipment (Does

not handle any precision

equipment or software)

Technical Support - Works

with customers

REMOTELY to

troubleshoot precision

equipment and software

Data Manager/Analyst -

Manages agronomic data

from the dealership and

customer's farms to

provide insight and results

of best practices

9. How many of each of the work roles does your business at your location plan to employ in the NEXT 3

YEARS? (Please provide a count for each one, include full and part time)

10. What percent of your employees work with precision agriculture products (hardware, software and

services) in some capacity TODAY?

11. What percent of your employees will work with precision agriculture products (hardware, software and

services) in some capacity in the FUTURE?



No shortage of

qualified applicants

Somewhat difficult:

30 to 60 days to find

qualified applicant

Difficult: 60-90 days

to find qualified

applicant

Very difficult: more

than 90 days to find

qualified applicant

No qualified

applicants in my

area

Service Technician

Precision Agriculture

Specialist

Precision Agriculture

Equipment Technician

Technical Support

Data Manager/Analyst

12. Please indicate the level of difficulty finding qualified applicants based upon the classification of

precision agriculture employees listed below. Place only one checkmark in each row. Leave blank any

option that does not apply to your business.

13. In 2019 and beyond, all service technicians will be expected to service and operate precision farming

products.

Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

High School

Diploma

1-Year Community

College Certificate

2-Year Community

College Degree Bachelor's Degree Master's Degree

Precision Agriculture

Specialist

Precision Agriculture

Equipment Technician

Technical Support

Data Manager/Analyst

Service Technician

14. Among your current employees, what is the most common degree/diploma for each job classification?

Place one checkmark per row. Leave blank any option that does not apply to your business.



High School

Diploma

1-Year Community

College Certificate

2-Year Community

College Degree Bachelor's Degree Master's Degree

Precision Agriculture

Specialist

Precision Agriculture

Equipment Technician

Technical Support

Data Manager/Analyst

Service Technician

15. In 5 years, what will be the required educational level for employment for each of the employee

classifications? Leave blank any option that does not apply to your business. Place only one checkmark in

each row.

Precision Agriculture

Specialist

Precision Agriculture

Equipment Technician

Service Technician

Technical Support

Data Manager/Anaylst

16. If a new employee received a post-secondary certificate or degree, what is the average salary you

expect to pay for the job classifications listed? (Leave blank any option that does not apply to your

business)

17. How important is it to your business to have a local (within a 50-mile radius of your location) post-

secondary institution offer a precision agriculture program focused on precision hardware, software and

services?

*

Extremely Important

Very Important

Somewhat Important

Not so Important

Not at all Important



18. If a potential new hire received a post-secondary education, how valuable is it for them to have

completed a co-op or internship that included precision agriculture technology?

*

Extremely Valuable

Very Valuable

Somewhat Valuable

Not so Valuable

Not at all Valuable

19. Select the top 5 most important skills when hiring a new PRECISION AGRICULTURE SPECIALIST.

(Select up to 5)

*

Mechanical experience including knowledge of mechanical, electrical and hydraulic systems used in performing service repairs

Operational knowledge of precision agriculture software (database query, interface and mapping)

Precision product experience including installing, calibrating, trouble shooting and repair of hardware, equipment and software

systems

Operational knowledge of computer spreadsheet applications to record and analyze agriculture data

Ability to produce accurate digital maps of fields using spatial information within specialized software

Proficient oral and written communication skills to establish and maintain relationships with customers

Willing to work extended hours in the high demand Fall and Spring seasons

Sales skills to offer additional products to customers

Operational knowledge of business and accounting procedures

Working understanding of statistical standards to produce means and standard deviations

Agronomic knowledge of crop and soil science

Technical experience such as using electronic diagnostics (monitors, controllers, etc.) to assess equipment problems



20. Select the top five most important skills when hiring a new PRECISION AGRICULTURE EQUIPMENT

TECHNICIAN. (Select up to 5)

*

Mechanical experience including knowledge of mechanical, electrical and hydraulic systems used in performing service repairs

Operational knowledge of precision agriculture software (database query, interface and mapping)

Precision product experience including installing, calibrating, trouble shooting and repair of hardware, equipment and software

systems

Operational knowledge of computer spreadsheet applications to record and analyze agriculture data

Ability to produce accurate digital maps of fields using spatial information within specialized software

Proficient oral and written communication skills to establish and maintain relationships with customers

Willing to work extended hours in the high demand Fall and Spring seasons

Sales skills to offer additional products to customers

Operational knowledge of business and accounting procedures

Working understanding of statistical standards to produce means and standard deviations

Agronomic knowledge of crop and soil science

Technical experience such as using electronic diagnostics (monitors, controllers, etc.) to assess equipment problems

21. Select the top five most important skills when hiring a new TECHNICAL SUPPORT employee. (Select

up to 5)

*

Mechanical experience including knowledge of mechanical, electrical and hydraulic systems used in performing service repairs

Operational knowledge of precision agriculture software (database query, interface and mapping)

Precision product experience including installing, calibrating, trouble shooting and repair of hardware, equipment and software

systems

Operational knowledge of computer spreadsheet applications to record and analyze agriculture data

Ability to produce accurate digital maps of fields using spatial information within specialized software

Proficient oral and written communication skills to establish and maintain relationships with customers

Willing to work extended hours in the high demand Fall and Spring seasons

Sales skills to offer additional products to customers

Operational knowledge of business and accounting procedures

Working understanding of statistical standards to produce means and standard deviations

Agronomic knowledge of crop and soil science

Technical experience such as using electronic diagnostics (monitors, controllers, etc.) to assess equipment problems



22. Select the top five most important skills when hiring a new DATA MANAGER/ANALYST. (Select up to

5)

*

Mechanical experience including knowledge of mechanical, electrical and hydraulic systems used in performing service repairs

Operational knowledge of precision agriculture software (database query, interface and mapping)

Precision product experience including installing, calibrating, trouble shooting and repair of hardware, equipment and software

systems

Operational knowledge of computer spreadsheet applications to record and analyze agriculture data

Ability to produce accurate digital maps of fields using spatial information within specialized software

Proficient oral and written communication skills to establish and maintain relationships with customers

Willing to work extended hours in the high demand Fall and Spring seasons

Sales skills to offer additional products to customers

Operational knowledge of business and accounting procedures

Working understanding of statistical standards to produce means and standard deviations

Agronomic knowledge of crop and soil science

Technical experience such as using electronic diagnostics (monitors, controllers, etc.) to assess equipment problems

1 2 3 Not Applicable 

Mechanical experience

including knowledge of

mechanical, electrical

and hydraulic systems

used in performing

service repairs

Operational knowledge

of precision agriculture

software (database

query, interface and

mapping)

Precision product

experience including

installing, calibrating,

trouble shooting and

repair of hardware,

equipment and software

systems

23. Of the precision agriculture employees that you have hired in the past 2 years, what is the average

level of proficiency in each of the following areas at the time of hiring? Use a Scale of 1-3, 1 being No

Proficiency, 2 being Basic Proficiency, 3 being Advanced Proficiency



Operational knowledge

of computer

spreadsheet

applications to record

and analyze agriculture

data

Ability to produce

accurate digital maps of

fields using spatial

information within

specialized software

Proficient oral and

written communication

skills to establish and

maintain relationships

with customers

Willing to work extended

hours in the high

demand Fall and Spring

seasons

Sales skills to offer

additional products to

customers

Operational knowledge

of business and

accounting procedures

Working understanding

of statistical standards to

produce means and

standard deviations

Agronomic knowledge of

crop and soil science

Technical experience

such as using electronic

diagnostics (monitors,

controllers, etc.) to

assess equipment

problems

1 2 3 Not Applicable 



1= Not at all

Important 2= Not so Important

3= Somewhat

Important 4= Very Important

5= Extremely

Important

RTK Network

Drone Imagery

Satellite Imagery

Guidance/Autosteer

Field Mapping (with

GIS)

Planter Adaptations to

Improve Precision

Combines with Self-

Calibrating Yield

Monitors

Sprayers with Boom

Section or Nozzle

Control

Data Management

Solutions (Farmers

Edge, etc.)

Cloud Storage of Farm

Data

Weather Stations

Telematics

Device/Sensors on

Equipment

24. How important will it be for a precision agriculture employee to operate or have a working knowledge of

the following products in the next 3 YEARS? Please rank using a 1-5 Scale. (1 = Not Important 2= Neither

important nor unimportant, 3 = Important, 4 =Moderately Important, 5 =Very Important)

*

Tractor

Combine

Planter

Fertilizer Spreader

Sprayer

25. In the future, what are the most common PRECISION customer service promblems that a precision ag

employee will be solving for the following types of equipment? You may list up to five. (Example: new

installation, maintenance, troublshooting software errors, etc)



26. Please list the precision software that will be most important for a precision agriculture employee to use

in the future. (You may list up to 10. Examples: Trimble, Raven, Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)

Software, etc.)

27. Are there any specific precision agriculture educational or skills training needs that are not covered in

this survey that would be valuable to you?

Name

Company

Email Address

28. If you would be willing to participate in a follow up interview, please provide your name and email

address.



Precision Agriculture Education and Skills Gap Survey

Precision Agriculture RETAILERS Survey

Please help us identify areas in precision agriculture where students and current employees need

better training! 

If you are a manager, complete this survey for only the location/branch that you manage.  If you are

the owner, please complete this based on a total for all locations.

The survey takes about 20 minutes to complete and the results are anonymous.

If you need assistance, please contact Stephanie Merrill at smerrill13@ivytech.edu

Acknowledgement: We appreciate the assistance of Bruce Erickson, Purdue University Agronomy,

in providing question content from the CropLife/Purdue Precision Dealer Survey and the Precision

Skills Survey.

1. Which best describes your business (Please mark only one) 

Agricultural Retail Input Supplier

Farm Equipment Dealer

Agriculture Consultant

Other (please specify)

2. If you answered agricultural retail input supplier above -Are you a: (Please mark only one) 

Cooperative

Independent Dealership

Part of a National or Regional (Multi-State) Chain of Retail Dealerships (Not a Cooperative)

Other (please specify)

3. Zip code of your business location:



4. Please list which counties in Indiana you serve.*

5. Your primary responsibility: (Please mark only one)

Owner/General Manager/Location Manager

Precision Manager

Application Manager

Departmental Manager

Technical Consultant/Agronomist

Sales/Sales Management

Human Resources

Other (please specify)

6. How much do you estimate your location will invest in precision/site-specific technology during 2019?

(Please mark only one)

None

$1 - $10,000

$10,001 - $25,000

$25,001 - $50,000

$50,001 - $100,000

More than $100,000



7. Which precision technologies will your location be using in the future? (You may mark all that apply)*

RTK Network

Drone Imagery

Satellite Imagery

Guidance/ Autosteer

Field Mapping (with GIS)

VRT (variable rate) Prescriptions and Applications for Fertilizer, Lime and Seeding

Other Soil Sensors for Mapping, Mounted on a Pick Up, Applicator or Tractor (ex. pH Sensor)

Chlorophyll /Greenness Sensors Mounted on a Pickup, Applicator, or Tractor (CropSpec, GreenSeeker, etc)

Smart Scouting using an App on a Mobile Device to Record Field Situations and Locations

Soil Electrical Conductivity (EC) Mapping

Grid or Zone Soil Sampling

Plant Tissue Sampling

Combines with Self-Calibrating Yield Monitor

Planter Adaptations to Improve Precision

Sprayers with Boom Section or Nozzle Control

Data Management Solutions such as (Farmers Edge, MapShots, SSI, Winfield R7, etc.)

Cloud Storage of Farm Data

Weather Stations

Telematics Device/Sensor on Equipment

Less than 20% 20-40% 40-60% 60-80% More than 80%

RTK Network

Drone Imagery

Satellite Imagery

Guidance/ Autosteer

Field Mapping (with

GIS)

VRT (variable rate)

Prescriptions and

Applications for

Fertilizer, Lime and

Seeding

8. When thinking about your top customers, approximately what percentage will be using the following

precision farming technologies in 3 - 5 years? Mark only one per row.

*



Other Soil Sensors for

Mapping, Mounted on a

Pick Up, Applicator or

Tractor (ex. pH Sensor)

Chlorophyll /Greenness

Sensors Mounted on a

Pickup, Applicator, or

Tractor (CropSpec,

GreenSeeker, etc)

Smart Scouting using an

App on a Mobile Device

to Record Field

Situations and Locations

Soil Electrical

Conductivity (EC)

Mapping

Grid or Zone Soil

Sampling

Plant Tissue Sampling

Combines with Self-

Calibrating Yield Monitor

Planter Adaptations to

Improve Precision

Sprayers with Boom

Section or Nozzle

Control

Data Management

Solutions such as

(Farmers Edge,

MapShots, SSI, Winfield

R7, etc.)

Cloud Storage of Farm

Data

Weather Stations

Telematics

Device/Sensor on

Equipment

Less than 20% 20-40% 40-60% 60-80% More than 80%



General Equipment

Operator - Drives trucks,

moves equipment

between locations (not a

licensed applicator)

Applicator - Operates and

maintains the equipment

that applies pesticides and

fertilizers to farmers' fields

Agronomist - Provides

recommendations on crop

and soil management to

farmers to help them

achieve their goals

Precision Agriculture

Specialist - Sells,

promotes and provides

support to growers who

are using precision

technologies on their

farms

Precision Agriculture

Equipment Technician –

Installs new precision

equipment; troubleshoots

and repairs on-site

Technical Support - Works

with customers

REMOTELY to

troubleshoot precision

equipment and software

Data Manager/Analyst -

Manages agronomic data

from the dealership and

customer's farms to

provide insight and results

of best practice

9. How many of each of the work roles does your business at your location employ CURRENTLY? (Please

provide a count for each one, include full and part time)

*



General Equipment

Operator - Drives trucks,

moves equipment

between locations (not a

licensed applicator)

Applicator - Operates and

maintains the equipment

that applies pesticides and

fertilizers to farmers' fields

Agronomist - Provides

recommendations on crop

and soil management to

farmers to help them

achieve their goals

Precision Agriculture

Specialist - Sells,

promotes and provides

support to growers who

are using precision

technologies on their

farms

Precision Agriculture

Equipment Technician –

Installs new precision

equipment; troubleshoots

and repairs on-site

Technical Support - Works

with customers

REMOTELY to

troubleshoot precision

equipment and software

Data Manager/Analyst -

Manages agronomic data

from the dealership and

customer's farms to

provide insight and results

of best practice

10. How many of each of the work roles does your business at your location plan to employ in the NEXT 3

YEARS? (Please provide a count for each one, include full and part time)

*

11. What percent of your employees work with precision agriculture products (hardware, software and

services) in some capacity TODAY?

*

12. What percent of your employees will work with precision agriculture products (hardware, software and

services) in some capacity in the FUTURE?

*



No shortage of

qualified applicants

Somewhat difficult:

30 to 60 days to find

qualified applicant

Difficult: 60-90 days

to find qualified

applicant

Very difficult: more

than 90 days to find

qualified applicant

No qualified

applicants in my

area

General Equipment

Operator

Applicator

Agronomist

Precision Agriculture

Specialist

Precision Agriculture

Equipment Technician

Technical Support

Data Manager/Analyst

13. Please indicate the level of difficulty finding qualified applicants based upon the classification of

precision agriculture employees listed below. Place only one checkmark in each row. Leave blank any

option that does not apply to your business.

High School

Diploma

1-Year Community

College Certificate

2-Year Community

College Degree Bachelor's Degree Master's Degree

Applicator

Agronomist

Precision Agriculture

Specialist

Precision Agriculture

Equipment Technician

Technical Support

Data Manager/Analyst

14. Among your current employees, what is the most common degree/diploma for each job classification?

Place one checkmark per row. Leave blank any option that does not apply to your business.



High School

Diploma

1-Year Community

College Certificate

2-Year Community

College Degree Bachelor's Degree Master's Degree

Applicator

Agronomist

Precision Agriculture

Specialist

Precision Agriculture

Equipment Technician

Technical Support

Data Manager/Analyst

15. In 5 years, what will be the required educational level for employment for each of the employee

classifications? Leave blank any option that does not apply to your business. Place only one checkmark in

each row.

Applicator

Agronomist

Precision Agriculture

Equipment Technician

Precision Agriculture

Specialist

Technical Support

Data Manager/Analyst

16. If a new employee received a post-secondary certificate or degree, what is the average salary you

expect to pay for the job classifications listed? (Leave blank any option that does not apply to your

business)

17. How important is it to your business to have a local (within a 50-mile radius of your location) post-

secondary institution offer a precision agriculture program focused on precision hardware, software and

services?

*

Extremely Important

Very Important

Somewhat Important

Not so Important

Not at all Important



18. If a potential new hire received a post-secondary education, how valuable is it for them to have

completed a co-op or internship that included precision agriculture technology?

*

Extremely Valuable

Very Valuable

Somewhat Valuable

Not so Valuable

Not at all Valuable

19. Select the top five most important skills when hiring a new AGRONOMIST.*

Mechanical experience including knowledge of mechanical, electrical and hydraulic systems used in performing service repairs

Operational knowledge of precision agriculture software (database query, interface and mapping)

Precision product experience including installing, calibrating, trouble shooting and repair of hardware, equipment and software

systems

Operational knowledge of computer spreadsheet applications to record and analyze agriculture data

Ability to produce accurate digital maps of fields using spatial information within specialized software

Proficient oral and written communication skills to establish and maintain relationships with customers

Willing to work extended hours in the high demand Fall and Spring seasons

Sales skills to offer additional products to customers

Operational knowledge of business and accounting procedures

Working understanding of statistical standards to produce means and standard deviations

Ability to make effective agronomy recommendations

Agronomic knowledge of crop and soil science



20. Select the top 5 most important skills when hiring a new PRECISION AGRICULTURE SPECIALIST.*

Mechanical experience including knowledge of mechanical, electrical and hydraulic systems used in performing service repairs

Operational knowledge of precision agriculture software (database query, interface and mapping)

Precision product experience including installing, calibrating, trouble shooting and repair of hardware, equipment and software

systems

Operational knowledge of computer spreadsheet applications to record and analyze agriculture data

Ability to produce accurate digital maps of fields using spatial information within specialized software

Proficient oral and written communication skills to establish and maintain relationships with customers

Willing to work extended hours in the high demand Fall and Spring seasons

Sales skills to offer additional products to customers

Operational knowledge of business and accounting procedures

Working understanding of statistical standards to produce means and standard deviations

Ability to make effective agronomy recommendations

Agronomic knowledge of crop and soil science

21. Select the top five most important skills when hiring a new PRECISION AGRICULTURE EQUIPMENT

TECHNICIAN.

*

Mechanical experience including knowledge of mechanical, electrical and hydraulic systems used in performing service repairs

Operational knowledge of precision agriculture software (database query, interface and mapping)

Precision product experience including installing, calibrating, trouble shooting and repair of hardware, equipment and software

systems

Operational knowledge of computer spreadsheet applications to record and analyze agriculture data

Ability to produce accurate digital maps of fields using spatial information within specialized software

Proficient oral and written communication skills to establish and maintain relationships with customers

Willing to work extended hours in the high demand Fall and Spring seasons

Sales skills to offer additional products to customers

Operational knowledge of business and accounting procedures

Working understanding of statistical standards to produce means and standard deviations

Ability to make effective agronomy recommendations

Agronomic knowledge of crop and soil science



22. Select the top five most important skills when hiring a new TECHNICAL SUPPORT employee.*

Mechanical experience including knowledge of mechanical, electrical and hydraulic systems used in performing service repairs

Operational knowledge of precision agriculture software (database query, interface and mapping)

Precision product experience including installing, calibrating, trouble shooting and repair of hardware, equipment and software

systems

Operational knowledge of computer spreadsheet applications to record and analyze agriculture data

Ability to produce accurate digital maps of fields using spatial information within specialized software

Proficient oral and written communication skills to establish and maintain relationships with customers

Willing to work extended hours in the high demand Fall and Spring seasons

Sales skills to offer additional products to customers

Operational knowledge of business and accounting procedures

Working understanding of statistical standards to produce means and standard deviations

Ability to make effective agronomy recommendations

Agronomic knowledge of crop and soil science

23. Select the top five most important skills when hiring a new DATA MANAGER/ANALYST.*

Mechanical experience including knowledge of mechanical, electrical and hydraulic systems used in performing service repairs

Operational knowledge of precision agriculture software (database query, interface and mapping)

Precision product experience including installing, calibrating, trouble shooting and repair of hardware, equipment and software

systems

Operational knowledge of computer spreadsheet applications to record and analyze agriculture data

Ability to produce accurate digital maps of fields using spatial information within specialized software

Proficient oral and written communication skills to establish and maintain relationships with customers

Willing to work extended hours in the high demand Fall and Spring seasons

Sales skills to offer additional products to customers

Operational knowledge of business and accounting procedures

Working understanding of statistical standards to produce means and standard deviations

Ability to make effective agronomy recommendations

Agronomic knowledge of crop and soil science



1 2 3 Not Applicable 

Mechanical experience

including knowledge of

mechanical, electrical

and hydraulic systems

used in performing

service repairs

Operational knowledge

of precision agriculture

software (database

query, interface and

mapping)

Precision product

experience including

installing, calibrating,

trouble shooting and

repair of hardware,

equipment and software

systems

Operational knowledge

of computer

spreadsheet

applications to record

and analyze agriculture

data

Ability to produce

accurate digital maps of

fields using spatial

information within

specialized software

Proficient oral and

written communication

skills to establish and

maintain relationships

with customers

Willing to work extended

hours in the high

demand Fall and Spring

seasons

Sales skills to offer

additional products to

customers

Operational knowledge

of business and

accounting procedures

24. Of the precision agriculture employees that you have hired in the past 2 years, what is the average

level of proficiency in each of the following areas at the time of hiring? Use a Scale of 1-3, 1 being No

Proficiency, 2 being Basic Proficiency, 3 being Advanced Proficiency

*



Working understanding

of statistical standards to

produce means and

standard deviations

Ability to make effective

agronomy

recommendations

Agronomic knowledge of

crop and soil science

1 2 3 Not Applicable 

1 = Not at all

important 2 = Not so important

3 = Somewhat

important 4 = Very important

5 = Extremely

important

RTK Network

Drone Imagery

Satellite Imagery

Guidance/ Autosteer

Field Mapping (with

GIS)

VRT (variable rate)

Prescriptions and

Applications for

Fertilizer, Lime and

Seeding

Other Soil Sensors for

Mapping, Mounted on a

Pick Up, Applicator or

Tractor (ex. pH Sensor)

Chlorophyll /Greenness

Sensors Mounted on a

Pickup, Applicator, or

Tractor (CropSpec,

GreenSeeker, etc)

Smart Scouting using an

App on a Mobile Device

to Record Field

Situations and Locations

Soil Electrical

Conductivity (EC)

Mapping

Grid or Zone Soil

Sampling

25. How important will it be for a precision agriculture employee to operate or have a working knowledge of

the following products in the next 3 YEARS? Please rank using a 1-5 Scale. (1 = Not at all important 2=

Not so important, 3 = Somewhat important, 4 =Very important, 5 =Extremely important)

*



Plant Tissue Sampling

Combines with Self-

Calibrating Yield Monitor

Planter Adaptations to

Improve Precision

Sprayers with Boom

Section or Nozzle

Control

Data Management

Solutions such as

(Farmers Edge,

MapShots, SSI, Winfield

R7, etc.)

Cloud Storage of Farm

Data

Weather Stations

Telematics

Device/Sensor on

Equipment

1 = Not at all

important 2 = Not so important

3 = Somewhat

important 4 = Very important

5 = Extremely

important

26. Please list the precision software that will be most important for a precision agriculture employee to use

in the future. (List up to 10. Examples: Trimble, Raven, MapShots, etc.)

27. Are there any specific precision agriculture educational or skills training needs that are not covered in

this survey that would be valuable to you?

Name

Company

Email Address

28. If you would be willing to participate in a follow up interview, please provide your name and email

address.
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